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XLVII International Open “CITY of SEVILLE” 
In memoriam Andrés Vicente Landero González, Antonio Domínguez Matito y 

José María Martín Rodríguez   

From 16 to 23 July 2022 
 

REGULATIONS 
 

1. Playing system. Swiss-System with 9 rounds, from 16th to 23rd July 2022. Location: Pabellón 

de la Navegación, Camino de los Descubrimientos 2, 41092 Sevilla. 

 

 

2. Calendar:  

1st round 16th July 17:30 (05:30 PM) 

2nd round 17th July 09:30 (09:30 AM) 

3rd round 17th July 17:30 (05:30 PM) 

4th round 18th July 17:30 (05:30 PM) 

5th round 19th July 17:30 (05:30 PM) 

6th round 20th July 17:30 (05:30 PM) 

7th round 21st July 17:30 (05:30 PM) 

8th round 22nd July 17:30 (05:30 PM) 

9th round 23rd July 09:30 (09:30 AM) 

 

The award ceremony will take place on 23th July, 14:30 (02:30 PM) aproximately, and is 

affected by the sanitary measures. 

 

 

3. Regulations of the Spanish Federation. Players with ESP flag in FIDE should have licence of 

the spanish federation in force so as to play the tournament, and foreign players shoud have a 

FIDE code before the start of the tournament. All the participants have the obligation to verify 

their personal data, ELO and code, among other things. All players must be registered in 

www.gefe.net. 

 

4. Play speed and pairings. Play speed is 90 minutes plus 30 seconds per move (no time control). 

Pairings and tie-breaks are made with the computer program “Vega”. Those will be published 

after finishing each round both in the informative boards and the official page of the 

tournament. Pairings will be considered official after 10:00 am, and in doble-round days, an 

hour after their publication. Draws (Sofia rule) – Only the arbiter can decide if a game ends in a 

draw before the move 30th. 

 

5. Forfeits. 60 minutes margin for the forfeit, counting from the official time of the start 

of the games indicated above. The player that does not play the first round could be 

substituted by another one, and will be eliminated from the tournament. Players that 

lose a game by forfeit and not inform about it to the organization, will be disqualified 

too. Two forfeits, justified or not, imply the elimination from the tournament.    
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6. Byes. Maximum of 3 byes  (except for invited players) can be requested before the start of the 

tournament, always in writing and 48 hours in advance. They are possible for the firsts 6 

rounds of the tournament. A player with a bye won’t be paired in that/those round/s and will 

obtain half a point.  In all the requests the final decision will be taken by the Chief Arbiter, 

based on the course of the competition, and taking into consideration the number of points 

and/or the existence of forfeits. 

 

7. Tie-break. The tie-breaks applicable are as follows (not played games count as a virtual 

opponent) 

 

a) Bucholz Cut 1 

b) Median-Bucholz  

c) Average rating of opposition (ARO) 

d) The greater number of wins 

e) Drawing lots 

 

 

8. Annotation of the games. Players must give the original scoresheet signed and with the 

correct result to the arbiter after finishing the game. Moves should be annotated as clearly and 

legibly as possible, with algebraic notation. It is recalled that with this rhythm of play players 

cannot stop annotating. 

 

9. Electronic devices. With the exception of an express authorisation from the arbiter, in the 

playing hall, during the games, it is prohibited to use or carry on any device of comunication, 

mobile, tablet, etcetera. It is allowed to have those devices in the bag of the players, but 

always if the device in cuestion is completely off. That bag should be placed where the arbiter 

indicates, and players cannot use that bag without the permission  of the arbiter. The 

infringement of this rule implies the loss of the game or the sanction the arbiter estimates. 

Neither the organization, nor the arbiters, are responsible of the custody of the electronic 

devices. 

 

10. Validity for ELO. The tournament is valid for tittle norms and ELO FIDE, FEDA and FADA, 

according to the regulation in force. 

 

11. It is not permitted to analyse / reproduce the games in the playing hall. In addition, players can 

not leave the playing hall during a game without the arbiter’s authorisation. They will also need 

an authorisation if they want to leave the board in their turn to play. 

 

12. Prizes are not shared, and are assigned rigorously in function of the classification order, 

including tie-breaks. Being the order: first general classification, second locals, and third ELO 

stretches. If a player opts for two prizes, then he or she will receive the one with the higher 

amount. In case it is similar, then the order is: first general clasification, second locals and third 

ELO stretches. For ELO stretches prices (for example, the Under 2100) the ELO taken into 

consideration will be the higher of the player in the lists FIDE or FADA. Only if the player does 

not have ranking in those lists, the ELO of their country federation will be considered. In any 

case, the ELO that will count is the higher in force at the time of the start of the tournament. 

For the players “out of list”, the ELO included will be the last, based on the current list. To all 
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the prizes the retentions established by the legislation in force will be applicated (15% for 

spanish players and 25% for foreign players). 

 

13. The right for local prizes is for players federated in a club of Seville or independently in the 

Seville Chess Delegation, and that can acreditate a residence in the province of Seville of at 

least 2 years. “Infantiles” (Under 14) are considered the players born from 2008 (included), and 

“Juveniles”(Under 18), players born between 2004 and 2007. Veterans (Supra 50), players born 

between 1958 and 1972, and Veterans (Supra 65) players born in 1957 and until that year, and 

that have not a FIDE tittle. 

 

14. In order to participate, players should accept the publication of images and personal data 

(name, surname, date of birth, and sport related dates) in different media, so as to guarantee 

the necessary diffusionand promotion of the event (such as lists of results, classification order, 

participants, games...). It will be requested to participants that they sign that authorisation 

before the start of the tournament. 

 

15. The tournament is regulated by FIDE rules for this kind of tournament (88th FIDE Congress 

Goynuk, Antalya (Turkey) 2018). Doubts not especified in it or in these regulations, would be 

solved by the arbiters. Arbiters resolutions ratified by the Chief Arbiter are unappealable. 

 

16. Inscription in the tournament implies the acceptance of these regulations and the computer 

program for pairings employed. These regulations could be slightly modified before the start of 

the tournament. 

 

 

INSCRIPTIONS. Those are the inscription fees: 

 

• General – 45€ 

• Local – 35€  

• Infantil (2008-…) – 25€ 

• Dissabled player (33%) – 25€  

• Tittled players (WFM, FM, WIM, IM, WGM, GM) – Free 

 

More than 10 players from the same club: discount of 5€ for each player. 

 

The payment should be made by transfer/income (transferencia/ingreso) in the account of the 

“Banco Sabadell” ES96 0081 7438 0900 0125 0433 in the name of the “ Delegación Sevillana 

de Ajedrez”, indicating clearly the name and surname, year of birth and country, province or 

club. Deadline of inscription is the 13th July 2022. Inscription should be made via the web page 

www.gefe.net in the public part, clicking in “inscripción”. After the click in “inscripcion” a list of 

tournaments will appear, and then you shoul chose the “Open de Sevilla”.  

 

* Mail for incidences and to consult facilities for tittled players:  – abiertosevilla@fsajedrez.com  

 

For more info (19.00 to 21.00 hours (7 pm to 9 pm) ): +34 695 79 65 10 (Sr. Fernández) 
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PRIZES 
PRE 

 

 

 

 

RANK LOCALS ( federated in the DSA and  

Residence of +2 years in Seville or the Province) 

1st Trofeo + 1.500€ 1st Local Trofeo + 250€ 

2nd Trofeo + 1.200€ 2nd Local Trofeo + 150€ 

3rd Trofeo + 1.000€ 3rd Local Trofeo + 100€  

4th 600€ 4th Local 75€ 

5th 500€ 5th Local 75€ 

6th 400€ 6th Local 75€ 

7th 300€ 7th Local 75€ 

8th 200€ 8th Local 50€ 

9th 100€ ELO 

10th 100€ 

11st 100€ <1600 1st 75€ - 2nd 50€ 

12nd 100€ 1601-1800 1st 75€ - 2nd 50€ 

13rd 80€ 1801-2000 1st 75€ - 2nd 50€ 

14th 80€ 2001-2200 1st 75€ - 2nd 50€ 

15th 80€  

PRIZES ARE NOT ACCUMULATIVE. 

Legal retentions will be applied to all the prizes 

16th 70€ 

17th 70€ 

18th 70€ 

19th 50€ 

20th 50€ 

CATEGORIES 

Best Infantil (2008) Trofeo 

Best Juvenil (2004) – In mem. Andrés Vicente Landero González Trofeo 

Best Senior Supra50 (1958/1972) – In mem. Antonio Domínguez Matito Trofeo 

Best Senior Supra65 (1957/ant) – In mem. José María Martín Rodríguez Trofeo 


